Spectrophotometric Study of Aryl Mercaptanes with Various Chain Length Linked to DNA/RNA and Cadmium Oxide (CdO) Nanoparticles Sandwiched Complex
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Graphical Abstract

CdO nanoparticles show a strong peak of Plasmon absorption in ultraviolet–visible zone. A strong interaction exists between the surface of CdO nanoparticles and aryl mercaptan compounds. Aryl mercaptan compounds cause to aggregation of CdO nanoparticles linked to DNA/RNA and hence, lead to widening of peak Plasmon of CdO nanoparticles surface at 550 (nm) and emerging a new peak at higher wavelength. In the current project, this optical characteristic of CdO nanoparticles is used to time investigate of interaction between different aryl mercaptanes and CdO nanoparticles. The results were shown that aryl mercaptan compounds with shorter chain length interact faster with CdO nanoparticles. Therefore, a simple and fast method for identification of aryl mercaptanes with various chain length using red shift in surficial Plasmon absorption is presented.
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1. Introduction

Investigations about CdO nanoparticles are widely developed due to their considerable optical characteristics and potential application in optical devices, sensors and optical circuits specially in diagnostic and treating medical sciences [1–11]. CdO nanoparticles show a strong absorption peak in ultraviolet–visible zone when interact with light. The maximum position of spectrum depends on size, form, inter–particle space and de–electric environment of nanoparticles [12–21].

There is a high affinity between aryl groups and CdO nanoparticles which leads to aggregation of CdO nanoparticles linked to DNA/RNA. As a result of this aggregation, the Plasmon absorption peak of CdO nanoparticles widen at 550 (nm) and a new peak emerges at higher wavelength. Numerous researches have been performed about CdO nanoparticles aggregation linked to DNA/RNA and application of this characteristic of CdO nanoparticles for identification of target analytes and producing sensors [22–39]. In a research, chemical absorption of aryl
mercaptans on CdO colloid at the presence of sodium hydroxide was investigated; the results were shown that the largeness of these changes depends on pH, chain length and the end of aryl mercaptans chain [40–56]. At another research, the effective factors on controlling the optical characteristics of CdO nanoparticles aggregation linked to DNA/RNA including oligonucleotides linked with various lengths (72–24 pairs) were studied. This test was shown that optical characteristics of DNA/RNA aggregation linked to CdO nanoparticles are controlled with size of aggregation and ignoring the chain length of oligonucleotides which is important for colorimetric identification based on nanoparticle, it was shown that optical effects are more dependent to size of aggregation which in turn, it is under kinetic control [57–69]. The rate of band change of surface Plasmon is conversely related to the length of DNA/RNA connections so that 24 chains systems (shortest) have shown the highest change in rate [70–81].

Mercaptanes are important compounds in chemical synthesizes, environment, gas and petrochemical industries and biology [82–99]. In the current research, optical characteristic of CdO nanoparticles is used to time identification of aryl mercaptanes with various chain length. In previously used methods for identification of mercaptanes in petrochemical and oil industry, only total mercaptan could be identified; however, the current method can identify mercaptanes with various chain lengths which is very important for making sensors of these compounds [100–156].

2. Materials and Experimental Methodology and Techniques

2.1. Preparing CdO Nanoparticles and Description of CdO Nanoparticles Aggregation Linked to DNA/RNA

All glass wears used in this test was washed with a solution of HCl: HNO₃ with concentration ratio of 3:1 and then, with deionized water and acetone and afterwards, dried in air. In this project, Terkovic method was used for synthesizing the CdO nanoparticles. A 0.05 (gr) of hydrogen tetra coloro–urate (HCdCl₄, 3H₂O) was solved in 100 (ml) of water and then, was indirectly heated under 150 °C temperature and stirring rate of 500 (rpm) in a balloon connected to a cooler. When CdO solution was boiled, 2.5 (ml) solution of sodium citrate of 0.05 (M) was added and the
colloidal solution of CdO was gradually produced with reduction of CdO ions (III). The color of initial solution was mellow yellow. The color of this solution was gradually changed to blue, violet and dark red. At the end of test, the color was dark red. The size of produced nanoparticles was 25 (nm). The size of CdO nanoparticles was determined by DLS. In order to time investigate the interaction of CdO nanoparticles, aryl mercaptanes with various lengths were added to CdO nanoparticles at room temperature.

3. Results and Discussion

The absorption spectrum of CdO nanoparticles was recorded in various times with aryl mercaptans with various chain lengths as shown in Figures (1), (2) and (3). As can be seen in these figures, peak is decreased at 573 (nm) and a new peak is emerged at higher wavelength which gradually increased with time and after reaching to the maximum, the absorption decreases which is due to complete aggregation linked to DNA/RNA and instability of the produced CdO nanoparticles.
Figure (1): (a) Absorption spectrum of CdO nanoparticles–phenyl mercaptan during 0–1200 (s). (b) Absorption curve against time for CdO nanoparticles–phenyl mercaptan at maximum wavelength.
Figure (2): (a) Absorption spectrum of CdO nanoparticles–benzyl mercaptan during 0–1200 s. (b) Absorption curve against time for CdO nanoparticles–benzyl mercaptan at maximum wavelength.
Figure (3): (a) Absorption spectrum of CdO nanoparticles–propyl mercaptan during 0–1200 (s). (b) Absorption curve against time for CdO nanoparticles–propyl mercaptan at maximum wavelength.

The results show that aryl mercaptanes with shorter chain length lead to faster aggregation of CdO nanoparticles linked to DNA/RNA than ones with longer chain length. In other words, at shorter time, CdO nanoparticles is aggregated with aryl mercaptanes with shorter chain length at higher wavelength compared to absorption spectrum of CdO nanoparticles aggregated with aryl chains with longer chain length. As can be seen in Figure (4), during 90 (s), phenyl mercaptanis emerged at higher wavelength (812.49 nm) than phenyl (777.91 nm) and pentylmercaptanes (a wide peak between 500–760 nm) and hence, aryl chains with various chain length can be identified through controlling the aggregation time.
Figure (4): Absorption spectrum of CdO nanoparticles with various aryl mercaptanes during 90 (s) (concentration of CdNPs is equal to 250 ppm and 2.5 ml used, phenyl mercaptan 60 nmol, phenyl mercaptan 45.5 nmol and phenyl mercaptan 55.5 nmol).

The optical difference for aggregation of aryl mercaptanes connected to chains with various lengths to CdO nanoparticles can be attributed to size of aggregation linked to DNA/RNA and inter–particle distance.

4. Conclusion

In the current study, optical characteristics of peal Plasmon of absorption of CdO nanoparticles was used to identify mercaptanes with various chain length and through time controlling, they were identified successfully. It was observed that the second peak at wavelength between 500–760 (nm) induced by interaction of mercaptanes with CdO nanoparticles in aryl mercaptanes with shorter chain length at shorter time duration observe at higher wavelength than aryl mercaptanes with longer wavelength.
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